Prestimulus theta activity predicts correct source memory retrieval
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Recent evidence indicates that the processing of a stimulus can be influenced by preceding patterns of brain activity. Here we examine whether prestimulus oscillatory brain activity can influence the ability to retrieve episodic memories. Neural activity in the theta-frequency band (4–8 Hz) was enhanced before presentation of test items which elicited accurate recollection of contextual details of the prior study episode ("source retrieval"), relative to trials for which item recognition was successful but source retrieval failed. Poststimulus theta activity was also related to source retrieval, and the magnitude of poststimulus theta was predicted by the magnitude of the prestimulus theta effects. The results suggest that ongoing neural processes occurring before stimulus onset might play a critical role in readying the brain for successful memory retrieval.

Results

Item-recognition accuracy was high [i.e., the average hit rate (0.80) was significantly greater than the false alarm rate (0.18), $P < 0.00001$], and source memory accuracy for the items that were correctly recognized was above chance (i.e., the average proportion of correct source judgments for recognized items was 0.73, $P < 0.000001$; Fig. S1 shows response distributions). We were interested in whether theta activity before the onset of a retrieval cue was related to a subject’s ability to recollect source details learned during the encoding session, and so as in previous ERP and functional imaging studies (28–32), we compared trials with both an accurate item and source response (i.e., item-correct and source-correct, “item+source”) with trials receiving only an accurate item judgment (i.e., item-correct and source-incorrect, “item-only”). Spectral power was estimated every 10 ms from −450 ms to 900 ms (1,350 ms total), and the total epoch was then divided into nine 150-ms bins. The prestimulus effects are first described, followed by poststimulus effects.

Memory differences in theta power were apparent before stimulus onset first at left temporal and then across frontal and left lateralized regions of the scalp. Analyses of the difference between item+source and item-only trials for the −300 ms to −150 ms time window (Fig. 2C) revealed significant differences at left temporal (T7) and left parietal (Cp5) sites (bootstrap-corrected $P < 0.05$ for both sites; the procedure is detailed in SI Methods). During the −150 to 0 ms time window, this effect became progressively more widespread (Fig. 2D), as theta power at left temporal, left parietal, and midfrontal electrode sites was significantly higher for item+source than for item-only trials (Fig. 2D). Fig. 2 B and E show the time course of theta activity under each condition at representative left temporal (T7) and frontal electrodes (electrode Fz), respectively, along with the time-frequency spectrograms for the difference in oscillatory power between item+source and item-only trials at these sites. Further analyses were conducted to determine whether theta phase alignment across trials differed between item+source and item-only, but no significant effects were observed.
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To determine whether the prestimulus theta modulation reflected a more generalized item-recognition memory effect, we contrasted item hits against trials in which a studied item was incorrectly judged to be new (“item-incorrect”). This contrast did not reveal significant differences at any electrode site before stimulus onset (−150 to 0 ms, all t values < 1.5, all P > 0.15). Thus, prestimulus theta appears to be predictive of accurate retrieval of study details rather than old/new recognition discriminations. Could the prestimulus theta effects have been driven solely by poststimulus theta activity, due to temporal imprecision of the wavelet analysis method? Several factors weigh against this possibility. First, there were no significant memory effects observed between 0 and ~300 ms poststimulus, so it is unlikely that a prestimulus effect (~300 to 0 ms before stimulus onset) could be produced by a temporal blurring of a later poststimulus effect. Second, we varied the filter parameters of the wavelet analysis to increase temporal resolution (by decreasing the wavelet cycles from 5.7- to 3- or 1-cycle wavelets; see SI Methods for details), and the pattern of prestimulus memory effects was unchanged (significant at bootstrap-corrected levels of P < 0.05) (Fig. S2). Third, in addition to the wavelet analyses, we conducted an analysis using a Fourier transform on the window from −450 to 0 ms. This analysis, which specifically assessed activity restricted to the prestimulus period, also revealed a significant prestimulus memory effect [t(16) = 1.92, one-tailed P = 0.036]. Finally, we conducted a series of simulations to quantify the extent of filter smearing produced by the wavelet analysis (Fig. S3; see SI Methods for details). These simulations revealed that a poststimulus theta oscillation would result in a large poststimulus difference and a relatively small prestimulus difference using the

![Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the memory retrieval paradigm.](image)

To determine whether the prestimulus theta modulation reflected a more generalized item-recognition memory effect, we contrasted item hits against trials in which a studied item was incorrectly judged to be new (“item-incorrect”). This contrast did not reveal significant differences at any electrode site before stimulus onset (−150 to 0 ms, all t values < 1.5, all P > 0.15). Thus, prestimulus theta appears to be predictive of accurate retrieval of study details rather than old/new recognition discriminations. Could the prestimulus theta effects have been driven solely by poststimulus theta activity, due to temporal imprecision of the wavelet analysis method? Several factors weigh against this possibility. First, there were no significant memory effects observed between 0 and ~300 ms poststimulus, so it is unlikely that a prestimulus effect (~300 to 0 ms before stimulus onset) could be produced by a temporal blurring of a later poststimulus effect. Second, we varied the filter parameters of the wavelet analysis to increase temporal resolution (by decreasing the wavelet cycles from 5.7- to 3- or 1-cycle wavelets; see SI Methods for details), and the pattern of prestimulus memory effects was unchanged (significant at bootstrap-corrected levels of P < 0.05) (Fig. S2). Third, in addition to the wavelet analyses, we conducted an analysis using a Fourier transform on the window from −450 to 0 ms. This analysis, which specifically assessed activity restricted to the prestimulus period, also revealed a significant prestimulus memory effect [t(16) = 1.92, one-tailed P = 0.036]. Finally, we conducted a series of simulations to quantify the extent of filter smearing produced by the wavelet analysis (Fig. S3; see SI Methods for details). These simulations revealed that a poststimulus theta oscillation would result in a large poststimulus difference and a relatively small prestimulus difference using the

![Fig. 2. Prestimulus theta is enhanced before successful episodic retrieval. (A) Bootstrap-corrected topographic significance map of prestimulus theta-band activity differences between item-correct with source-correct (item+source) and item-correct with source-incorrect (item-only) trials during the −300 to −150 ms time window. (B) (Upper) Average theta-power time course for item+source, item-only, and item-incorrect trials at left posterior temporal electrode site T7. (Lower) Item+source versus item-only difference spectrogram at electrode T7. (C) Relationship between theta differences at T7 during the prestimulus window (−300 to −150 ms) and source memory accuracy. (D) Topographic significance map of prestimulus theta-band activity differences between item+source and item-only trials during the −150 to 0 ms time window. (E) (Upper) Average theta-power time course for item+source, item-only, and item-incorrect trials at midfrontal electrode site Fz (labeled in A). (Lower) Item+source versus item-only difference spectrogram at electrode Fz. (F) Relationship between theta differences at electrode Fz during the prestimulus window (−300 to −150 ms) and source memory accuracy. Participants who showed larger prestimulus theta differences between item+source and item-only trials at site Fz also showed higher source memory accuracy.](image)
same 5.7-cycle wavelet analysis applied to the real data (Fig. S3 B and C), and that this would be eliminated using a 1-cycle wavelet analysis (Fig. S2). In contrast, the source memory effect that we observed was large during the prestimulus period and diminished during the poststimulus period (Fig. 2 D and E), which is consistent with our simulation of what would be expected if the effect were driven solely by prestimulus activity (Fig. S3 A and C).

Because correct source decisions are typically associated with confident item-recognition judgments (27), it is possible that the prestimulus theta increases described above influenced the likelihood of making a confident response, rather than being specifically related to accurate source memory retrieval. To assess this possibility, we examined prestimulus theta activity preceding correct rejections as a function of response confidence using the same wavelet analysis procedure that was used in the source memory analysis described earlier. We did not find any significant prestimulus theta differences between high- and low-confidence correct rejections, which suggests that prestimulus theta activity was related to memory retrieval rather than confidence per se.

We next examined whether individual differences in source memory accuracy were correlated with the magnitude of the prestimulus theta source memory effects we observed from −300 to −150 ms (Fig. 2A) and −150 to 0 ms (Fig. 2D) (see details in SI Methods). As shown in Fig. 2C, the initial prestimulus theta differences between conditions at left temporal sites (−300 to −150 ms; Fig. 2A) were not significantly correlated with behavioral measures of source memory accuracy ($r^2 = 0.13; P = 0.62$). However, during the next prestimulus period of −150 to 0 ms (Fig. 2D), the association between prestimulus theta differences and source memory conditions at frontal electrode Fz were positively correlated with individual differences in source memory accuracy ($r^2 = 0.36; P < 0.01$; similar effects were observed at other frontal electrodes, although not for left parietal or temporal electrodes during the prestimulus periods). The results suggest that, across subjects, prestimulus frontal theta activity directly relates to a subject’s ability to remember episodic details in response to a retrieval cue. To determine whether these differences might also be observed within subjects, we sorted all old trials (regardless of memory performance) for each subject into five equally sized bins based on the magnitude of theta. We found that, for the highest-ranking theta bin, there was a larger proportion of trials that were item-source compared with item-only trials (i.e., Mean ($M$) = 0.19 vs 0.15, respectively; $t(32) = 2.11$; $P < 0.05$), whereas for the lower-ranking theta bins, there was no significant difference in the proportions of item-source and item-only trials [all $t(32) < 1.02$, all $P > 0.31$]. The latter results suggest that, even within subjects, higher prestimulus theta is predictive of accurate source memory.

Our next analyses focused on activity that occurred after the retrieval cue was presented. Consistent with previous studies that reported increases in theta power during successful episodic retrieval (33–36), we also found that poststimulus theta activity was related to successful retrieval. As shown in Fig. 3A, theta power at left parietal electrode locations between 450 and 600 ms poststimulus was significantly higher on item+source trials than on item-only trials. Theta-power time courses for item+source, item-only, and item-incorrect trials for a left parietal electrode (electrode P7), along with the time-frequency spectrogram for the power difference between item+source and item-only trials, are presented in Fig. 3B. Notably, this site showed both significant pre- and poststimulus activity related to retrieval of source information. Correlational analyses revealed that participants who showed larger poststimulus (300–450 ms) theta effects at left parietal sites also showed higher source accuracy (Fig. 3C; $r^2 = 0.58, P = 0.014$).

One account of the preceding results is that theta activity before stimulus onset is related to a preparatory process that facilitates or enables the retrieval of episodic details when a retrieval cue is eventually presented. If so, we might expect there to be a relationship between pre- and poststimulus theta effects. To test this prediction, we measured the correlation between prestimulus theta effects (i.e., the difference between item+source and item-only trials during the prestimulus period of −300 to 0 ms) at each electrode and poststimulus theta effects at each electrode during three successive poststimulus epochs (0–300 ms, 300–600 ms, and 600–900 ms), while correcting for multiple comparisons (see SI Methods for details). We found that the prestimulus theta differences related to source retrieval at frontal sites predicted poststimulus theta differences during the 300–600 ms time window (Fig. 4B) at the left parietal site, where we observed significant poststimulus-related memory-related theta increases (Fig. 3A). These correlations were not significant in earlier (Fig. 4A) or later (Fig. 4C) time windows. This pattern of findings cannot be accounted for by volume conduction or temporal autocorrelation, because we did not observe frontal–left parietal theta difference correlations during the 0–300 ms time window (Fig. 4A). Instead, these results suggest that frontal

---

**Fig. 3.** Poststimulus parietal theta is enhanced during successful episodic retrieval. (A) Bootstrap-corrected topographic significance map of theta-band activity differences between item+source and item-only trials during the poststimulus (450–600 ms) time window. (B) (Upper) Average theta-power time course for item+source, item-only, and item-incorrect trials for left parietal electrode P7. (Lower) Item+source versus item-only difference spectrogram at electrode P7. (C) Relationship between theta differences at electrode P7 during the poststimulus window (300–450 ms) and source memory performance. Participants with larger poststimulus theta differences between item+source and item-only trials also showed higher source memory accuracy.
theta activity may influence poststimulus theta activity at left parietal and temporal regions that is related to the recollection of episodic details.

**Discussion**

The present results demonstrate that oscillatory activity in the theta band before the onset of a retrieval cue is correlated with successful episodic retrieval. Specifically, prestimulus theta power was enhanced for items that were recognized and associated with correct source memory judgments, and larger prestimulus theta effects were also related to better source memory accuracy, both across subjects and across trials within a subject. This effect could not be attributed to a propensity to make more confident judgments, nor was it a generalized correlate of item recognition, because theta activity was specifically related to successful source retrieval. In addition, we found that poststimulus increases in theta were related to source recollection, consistent with prior studies (33–36). Our study extends these findings to show that frontal prestimulus theta effects were significantly correlated with left parietal poststimulus effects, suggesting that preparatory processes may directly impact the later retrieval processes. These findings provide neural evidence for the idea that episodic retrieval is not solely driven by retrieval cues, but rather that it reflects an interaction between cues and one’s preceding neurocognitive state.

These findings add to accumulating evidence indicating that prestimulus neural activity can influence performance on a number of different cognitive tasks (2, 5–8). For example, several recent studies have shown that prestimulus neural activity is related to successful memory encoding (24, 37–40). Furthermore, conditioning rabbits during peaks of high theta activity leads to almost twice the levels of learning as during low theta periods (7,41). To our knowledge, however, no studies have investigated whether prestimulus oscillatory activity can influence successful episodic retrieval. We believe this may be because prestimulus activity is traditionally treated as noise in studies of episodic retrieval. For instance, in ERP studies, the prestimulus baseline is usually subtracted out when averaging poststimulus ERPs.

The precise functional relationship between prestimulus theta and memory retrieval is not yet clear, but our results suggest several possibilities that can be tested in future studies. One possibility is that prestimulus theta is related to fluctuations in attention or arousal that may benefit subsequent cue processing. Indeed, subjects were cued before presentation of each test item, and this could have led to an intentional increase in anticipatory attention. There are aspects of the data, however, that seem problematic for this account. For example, theta enhancements were not present for item-only trials or for confident correct rejections. It is not clear why item recognition or the ability to reject unstudied items would not also benefit from enhanced attention. Other evidence against an attention account comes from studies reporting that theta suppression increased monitoring efficiency, whereas increases in theta resulted in poorer performance on attention tasks (42). Furthermore, when prestimulus effects have been found for attention, they have been related to decreases in occipital alpha (2, 43), rather than increases in theta power, as observed here. We did not observe significant prestimulus differences in alpha power (8–12 Hz), nor was it correlated with behavioral measures of memory in ways that the theta results were.

A second possibility is that prestimulus theta reflects a neurocognitive state that facilitates the processing of retrieval cues in a manner that can influence recollection (44). For instance, fronto-parietal theta activity may have reflected the adoption of a “retrieval orientation,” which is a state that specifies the kind of information that is sought after when evaluating a retrieval cue (13, 44). This idea is broadly consistent with functional magnetic resonance imaging results reported by Quamme et al. (45) indicating that activity in several brain regions may reflect whether participants are oriented to use recollection or familiarity as the basis for a memory decision. A related possibility is that prestimulus theta effects reflected the maintenance of an “episodic retrieval mode” (14). This might be conceived as a preparatory process by which the brain regions that are involved in episodic retrieval (e.g., frontal and parietal cortex; see ref. 46) are activated in anticipation of a retrieval cue. This proposal is consistent with the fact that theta was observed over left parietal sites both before stimulus onset as well as after stimulus onset, and that the two effects were tightly coupled with source memory accuracy. If the retrieval mode account is correct, then theta
power for correctly rejected new items should be intermediate between that seen for the item+source and the item-only trials. This is because correct rejections could occur in trials when the episodic retrieval mode is more engaged (i.e., high theta trials) and in trials when the retrieval mode is less engaged (i.e., low theta trials). In fact, a post hoc analysis indicated that, at both the frontal and left parietal sites, this was the pattern of results we observed.

A third possibility is that prestimulus theta reflects the reinstatement of a contextual state that is similar to the contextual state at study (47). Reinstatement of contextual details such as spatial location (48), emotional state (49), or even state of intoxication (50) can facilitate recall of items that were experienced in that context. Furthermore, the reinstatement of physical context cues has been shown to increase recollection-based recognition more so than familiarity-based items (51), which parallels the current finding that prestimulus theta was specifically enhanced for item+source trials and not for item-only trials.

In addition to characterizing the functional significance of the prestimulus theta effects observed here, it will be important to identify the brain regions that contributed to these effects. Our results are broadly consistent with computational models suggesting an important role for hippocampal theta oscillations (4–8 Hz) in memory functions (17–19) and more generally with findings suggesting that the hippocampus is critical for source recollection (20). However, these models emphasize the importance of theta phase for memory encoding and retrieval, and we did not observe significant changes in prestimulus theta phase alignment as a function of successful memory retrieval. In general, the role of the hippocampus in the generation of scalp-recorded theta remains to be characterized. It is unlikely that the effects that we observed at the scalp directly reflected volume-conducted hippocampal field potentials, due to its neuroanatomical arrangement as a closed electrical field. Nonetheless, it is possible that the theta effects at left superior temporal sites 300 ms before stimulus onset reflected cortico–hippocampal interactions (52–54) that set the stage for memory retrieval. For instance, one possibility is that effective episodic retrieval is facilitated by prestimulus interactions between the hippocampus and left temporal cortex (−300 to −150 ms), followed by left temporal, parietal, and frontal cortex. This pattern of prestimulus activity, in turn, may lead to enhanced poststimulus theta synchronization between the hippocampus and left parietal and/or temporal cortex. Further work using invasive intracranial recordings, as well as experiments assessing the effects of hippocampal damage on patterns of scalp EEG, will be needed to assess this possibility.

**Conclusions**

There are many factors that influence whether episodic memory retrieval will succeed or fail, including the way information is encoded and the kinds of cues available during retrieval (55). The present results suggest that, in addition to such factors, fluctuations in brain activity before a retrieval cue might also influence how a cue will be processed. The results are consistent with the idea that theta oscillations play an important role in the dynamics of memory retrieval (56) and also open up new questions about the role of state-related variables in memory (44). Furthermore, it is conceivable that one might be able to increase the likelihood of episodic retrieval by inducing frontal theta oscillations before retrieval or by presenting retrieval cues during or immediately after periods of theta synchronization.

**Methods**

**Subjects, Stimuli, and Procedure.** Seventeen right-handed undergraduate students (nine males) were recruited from the University of California–Davis Psychology Department subject pool, and received credit for participation. Subjects were free from neurological, visual, motor, or other medical disorders, and the experiment was conducted as approved by the University of California–Davis Institutional Review Board protocol for research on human subjects. Word stimuli were presented in uppercase letters in a white font centered on a black background screen (Fig. 1). Each stimulus was only presented once during both study and test. Subjects were seated 44 inches away from the screen.

During the study, subjects encoded 200 words (presented in 4 lists of 50 words each) during an incidental encoding task. Two separate encoding tasks (i.e., pleasantness and animacy judgments) were used which served as the basis for source memory decisions during retrieval (i.e., indicate whether each item is pleasant or not, yes or no; is this item “alive” in real life, yes or no). These encoding tasks were selected to lead to roughly comparable levels of memory. The two encoding tasks were presented in a blocked ABBA design, counterbalanced between subjects for the order of the two tasks. Before each study block, the instructions for the next task were read to the subject, and there was a practice session of 10 stimuli that the experimenter and subject performed together to be sure that the subject completely understood the task and was performing it correctly. None of the practice stimuli appeared in the test phase. There was a 15-min filler task before the retrieval phase of the experiment commenced.

During retrieval, the 200 stimuli presented during the encoding phase were randomly intermixed with 100 new words (lures), for a total of 300 test stimuli (Fig. 1). The test stimuli were presented in 6 test sessions of 50 stimuli each. Before each stimulus presentation, a fixation cross appeared in the middle of the screen for 1,000 ms, during which subjects were instructed not to respond so as to minimize eye movements. The test stimulus then appeared on the screen for 1,500 ms, during which time the subject viewed the stimuli but was not yet cued to respond (Fig. 1). Subjects were also instructed not to blink while each stimulus was on the screen. After the 1,500-ms probe, subjects were asked first to make an item-recognition judgment followed by a source-recognition judgment; each of these responses was subject-paced and therefore provided a variable temporal jittering of each subsequent stimulus’s presentation.

For item–recognition judgments, subjects responded on a 5-point confidence scale, with 5 indicating that they were sure it was old, 4 that it was probably old, 3 that they were guessing, 2 that it was probably new, and 1 that they were sure it was new. Studied items that received a 5 or 4 response were treated as “correct-item” recognition trials. For source-recognition judgments, subjects also responded on a 5-point scale, with 5 indicating that they were sure it was from the animacy encoding task, 4 that it was probably from the animacy task, 3 that they were guessing, 2 that it was probably from the pleasantness task, and 1 indicating that they were sure it was from the pleasantness task. “Correct source” memory trials included the items studied under the animacy encoding conditions that received 5 or 4 responses and the items studied under the pleasantness encoding conditions that received 1 or 2 responses. Guess responses were not included in the EEG analysis.

**EEG Acquisition and Analysis.** EEG was recorded using a BioSemi ActiveTwo Recording System with a 32-channel electrode cap conforming to the standard International 10-20 System of electrode location, sampled at a rate of 1,024 Hz. Subjects were instructed to minimize jaw and muscle tension, eye movements, and blinking. Electrooculogram (EOG) was monitored in the horizontal direction and vertical direction, and these data were used to eliminate trials contaminated by blink, eye movement, or other artifacts.

All EEG analyses were performed using custom MATLAB code and functions from the EEGLAB Toolbox for MATLAB (57). Raw EEG data were referenced to average mastoids, down-sampled to 512 Hz, and high-pass-filtered at 0.5 Hz to optimize independent component analysis (ICA) decomposition. These data were epoched from 1.25 s before the onset of the retrieval item to 2.4 s following the retrieval item, and was baseline-subtracted in the time domain from −200 to 0 ms. This step was necessary for artifact rejection and correction, because trial-to-trial variability in direct current (DC) offsets can make it difficult to detect artifacts. Baseline correction in the time domain effectively amounts to subtracting a scalar and therefore should have no impact on frequency components. Epochs containing single-channel data exceeding three SD of the channel’s mean across epochs were removed to optimize ICA decomposition, as were epochs containing data five SD from the pooled channel mean. This procedure was designed to remove primarily physiological noise, while allowing “common” artifacts (such as eye blinks) to remain. Data were then decomposed into temporally independent components using Infomax ICA (58). Artifactual components (eye blinks, muscle tension, etc.) were removed by hand, as were any remaining noisy epochs.
Single subject–proportional EEG data were next subjected to spectral decomposition using wavelets. Wavelet analysis provides an estimate of the power of a signal with good spectral and temporal resolution (59). Spectral power was computed from 4 to 50 Hz by convolving a Morlet wavelet (cycles = 5.7) with the observed signal at each electrode site. After accounting for edge artifacts associated with time–frequency analysis, we obtained power values from ~450 to 900 ms for each stimulus. Spectral domain baseline subtraction was not performed because the prestimulus window, used most commonly for this procedure, is the time of interest in this study. To reduce the number of statistical comparisons, we averaged the resulting spectrograms across time (150-ms time bins) and frequency band (theta: 4–8 Hz; alpha: 9–12 Hz; beta: 13–30 Hz; gamma: 31–50 Hz) before pooling the data across subjects. Further details of the statistical analysis and control analysis performed are available in SI Methods.
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